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melblackrose@gmail.com
Did you ever wonder what the difference was between papers? And ink? and why are there so many pens
types? And what is with the different hands? Is that an S or an F? And why scribes do some of the things
that we do? Now is your chance to ask those questions and get the answers you have been looking for.
Class is open to anyone  especially Heralds and new Heralds.

Some of the things that we do:
Paper  why do you all use different paper?
Here’s why  preference. AEthelmearc has a long tradition of Scribes and we’ve tested a lot of
paper. A popular one is Arches 140lb Hot Press. Its great for both Watercolor and Ink. And it stands up
great in court. But, we also use:
Vellum, Pergamenta, Bristol and 90lb Hot press.
Paints  Why are you telling me to not lick the scroll?
Most of the scribes start with Watercolor and Guache. Its easy to get and learn with. But some
Scribes have opted to use Period Pigments. Some can be TOXIC. So when we say “don’t lick the scroll”,
we mean it.
Inks  Is there a special Ink for scribes?
You’ll ask 5 scribes and you’ll get 5 different answers. Ox gall ink, Higgens, Schaffer, Dr.Ph Martin
are great bottled inks. But some do use Cartridge pens.
Pens? You mean there is more than one type?
Yes! Some Scribes don’t even use a pen! You have options.
Stylus and Metal Nibs  Dip method
Cartridge Pens  Great for Portable needs but has its downfalls
Reed  Period but requires a lot of ink
Quill  Period and requires maintenance and a lot of ink
The Care and Handling of Scrolls
Always hold the scroll by the edges and it should always be kept in a scroll case.

The Deeper Mysteries
Did you ever wonder why we left something misspelled? Or drew funny pictures in the margin dropping in a
letter? Scribes, even Medieval ones, make mistakes. THERE! I said it. We are not perfect.
Spelling Mistakes Totally period.
Forgot a word  so add it in. Totally Period

It wasn’t me!! It was Titivillus!!
Titivillus is known as the Patron Demon of Scribes.

I thought you were supposed to erase all your lines?
Lines on Manuscripts are Period.
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